
How can you rank higher in the app stores?
Follow these 11 steps.

11 Easy Steps
To Improve App Store Ranking

Improving app store ranking is a fundamental of mobile app marketing. 
App store optimization (ASO) enhances the visibility of your app when 
users search. It’s like SEO for app stores, and when executed well, can lead 
to higher rankings and more downloads. Search is the leading channel for 
new app discovery, with 20% of users going this route. 

Even though the iOS App Store and Google Play operate similarly, there are 
several differences. It’s a good practice to have ASO strategies for both. 

Include keywords related to what your app does or the category.
Think like a searcher when crafting your description.
Remember the character counts for each app store.
Add a subtitle for the iOS App Store.
Keywords in your title can result in up to a 10.3% raking increase.1 

Use A Descriptive Title

Use high-quality screenshots.
Ensure screenshots are duplicative and share a new feature 
or function.
Screenshots are the second most influential factor for 
downloading behind ranking.³
Improving the app screenshots can increase install rates 
by 35%.²

Be Visually Engaging With Screenshots

This central image is the first impression.
Test variants to see what resonates with your audience.
Opt for a design that’s appealing and fits your brand, and 
represents your app.

Create An Eye-Catching App Icon

At a minimum, replace creatives at every release.
As your user profile changes, so should your design.

Refresh Creatives Frequently

Look at the title, keywords, and visuals they are using.
Determine how you can create an even better user experience 
in comparison.
Spot their weaknesses and make those a priority for your ASO. 

Research Your Competition

Video is highly consumable—users spend 105 minutes weekly 
watching videos on mobile.⁴
Add text overlays, as most users will view on mute.
Keep it short and sweet—under 30 seconds.
Don’t waste time on B roll footage; show only footage of the app itself.
An app video can increase install rates by more than 23%.²

Include An App Preview Video

Recommendations are the second most popular channel for app 
discovery.⁵
50% of mobile users won’t consider an app with a 3-star rating 
or lower.⁶
Moving from a 3-star to a 4-star can increase conversions by 89%.⁶
Focus on honest, real reviews only.
Send push notifications to ask for reviews or use rewarded ads to 
incent reviews.
Reply to reviews, whether negative or positive.

Ask For Reviews

Push users to download the app from your website.
Create backlinks to your app store pages that are high-quality.
Use keyword and category search ads to target new users.

Drive Traffic To Your App Store Page

Apply it if you want to broaden your user base.
If launching to different countries, consider icons and screenshots 
preferences for those users.
Simple localization in app name, keywords, and description can 
boost downloads.

Leverage An App Localization Strategy

Select keywords based on relevance, traffic, and difficulty. 
Don’t keyword stuff in descriptions, or you’ll get penalized. 
Consider time-sensitive keywords if applicable (i.e., events,   
seasonality)

iOS App Store doesn’t search for keywords in the description, but it’s 
still important.
Google Play Store indexes description fields.

Choose Keywords Strategically

Keyword Differences

Be concise and answer key questions early:

60% of searchers won’t swipe past your first two 
images—make them strong.²
Only 5% of users click the “read more” button on Google Play, 
while only 2% do so on Apple.²

What does the app do?
How does it solve problems for a user?
Who will find it practical?

Hook Them Early With Powerful Visuals 
And Descriptions
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Have questions about ASO or app store ranking? 
Work with our experts.
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